
Area reference
11

Object number

Object category
Stairs

Date
1600-1700

Orientation in space material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2

material type 3 material type 4construction

finish

original function
use

current function
infrequent use

frequency of use
Visitors cannot use these stairs. Closed off since 2002. 
Only brides use these stairs.

provenance
built in this house

display method storage methode

previous treatment maintenance
sporadic vacuum cleaning

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
deformation

visible damage 3

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2 damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments
In 2002 they were closed to the public and were taken out of the normal museum routing, because of the extensive 
abrasion of the steps. These stairs have since only been in use during weddings, and only by the bride.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
2 turning points visible. Abrasion top step from 31-20 mm, 1st step 31-18/20 mm, 3rd 
step 31-16 mm (turning point).

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Stairs from ground to 1st floor corridor Sael/canal room, 14 steps
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Area reference
12

Object number

Object category
Floors

Date
166?

Orientation in space material type 1
marble

material type 2
stone

material type 3
shells

material type 4
wood (soft)

construction
On the wooden floor is a bed of crushed shells 
of app. 3 cm thick (sometimes calcium mortar 
was used as well), upon which the tiles are laid. 
The tiles have an uneven thickness and have a 
curved under side (thicker in the center).

finish
none

original function
use and display

current function
use and display

frequency of use
Every day by all visitors

provenance
Built in this house.

display method
Almost fully accessible to public - furniture positioned 
alongside the walls.

storage methode

previous treatment
In 2000 local restorations of loose and cracked/broken 
tiles.

maintenance
Vacuum cleaning one a week. If necessary (c. once per month) 
damp cleaning with mild, biodegradable soap (Ecover). 
Expectation of restoration once a century.

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
chip

visible damage 2
loss

visible damage 3
crack

visible damage 4
deformation

visible damage 5
staining

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2
PF 3/2 continous vibration

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4
W 2/5 spilllage

damage caused by 5
Cont 2/3 cleaning spills

comments
Floor has been interfered with during installation of central heating. Floor moves when people walk over it, but its 
flexible construction is made to deal with this. Maintenance of shell bed is important to prevent damage.

visible damage 6:
scratch

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Chipping of edges, loss of corners. Some previous restorations, cracks, fractures 
through tiles (NB: natural veins can be mistaken for cracks). Deformation of floor - 
slanting towards the alley. Some stains. Compression of shell bed causing stress.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
White Italian marble and black Belgium hard stone tiled floor.
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The stone floor in the sael



Area reference
12

Object number

Object category
Furniture

Date
1600-1700

Orientation in space
SE

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2

material type 3 material type 4construction
oak wood with veneer of nut wood.

finish
wax

original function
display, storage

current function
display, no longer storage

frequency of use
no use anymore. Up until recently used for storage.

provenance
built in this room

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Treated with oil?

maintenance overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
displacement

visible damage 3
staining

visible damage 4
crack

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 2
PF 3/5 abrasion

damage caused by 3
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 4
Cont 2/3 cleaning spills

damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Groves (1-2 mm deep) at bottom turning point of doors. Doors do not close properly - 
slightly displaced because of building slanting. Some water stains at bottom of right 
architraaf. Small cracks in between panels. Small areas of damage in capitals.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Doors to built in cupboard



Area reference
14

Object number

Object category
Floors

Date Orientation in space material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2

material type 3 material type 4construction
Floor boards were probably 35 mm thick, 
connected with 'springs' ('mes en groef 
verbinding'): both boards have groves and are 
connected using hard wood springs (oak).

finish
Along edges of floor are some 
remains of wax? Dirt has been 
trapped in these remains. Rest 
of finish is completely worn

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
Extensive - corridor used for entrance and exit of both 
canal room and sael.

provenance
built in house

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Splits between floor planks are filled with strips. 2006 
one floorboard was lifted to inspect built-up of dirt 
underneath and possibility if it being a source of 
moths. No insects were found.

maintenance
Vacuum cleaning

overall condition
unstable presentable

visible damage 1
deformation

visible damage 2
abrasion

visible damage 3
chip

visible damage 4
staining

visible damage 5
soiling

damage caused by 1
PF 3/5 abrasion

damage caused by 2
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments
When replacing or repairing floor parts in the past, the springs were mechanically broken and may now be missing.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Wood is abraded, floor is slanting towards alley. Space between planks. Wood is 
splintering at edges, near springs. Remains of old wax? along edges where people do 
not walk.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Wooden floor



Objects

Area reference
15

Object number
Br 53

Object category
Furniture

Date
1600-1650

Orientation in space
SW

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2
paint (oil)

material type 3
textile (animal)

material type 4construction
Cabinet made from oak with ebonised vineer. 
Textile lining in top compartment. 2 parts - top 
(17th C) and bottom (19th C) - do not originally 
belong together. All drawers are fixed (glued)  
in place, after theft of top left drawer (replaced 
with replica).

finish
wax

original function
decorative

current function
decorative

frequency of use
n.a.

provenance
Loan from Rijksmuseum, entered house in 1956. Black & white photos 
exist.

display method
open, with doors open

storage methode
n.a.

previous treatment
Drawers are fixed using screws after top left hand 
panel  was stolen. Stolen panel was reconstructed. At 
bottom some unsympathetic repairs with nails. 
Previous condition report 1994 does not mention paint 
loss.

maintenance
Cabinet is dusted regularly by one designated member of staff, 
using soft brush and museum vacuum cleaner. Frequency is 
approximately every 6 weeks or when needed.

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
crack

visible damage 2
flaking/delaminating

visible damage 3
abrasion

visible damage 4
dust

visible damage 5
loss

damage caused by 1
RH 3/1 incorrect high/low

damage caused by 2
PF 3/3 handling

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4
Cont 3/1 dust

damage caused by 5

comments
The canal room is the first room in the tour and is noticeable more dusty then the rest of the house.

visible damage 6:
dent

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Oak wood shrunk, vineer extends for several mm. Minor cracks in oak wood and 
vineer. Small area of paint loss in right door, inside (possibly corresponding with joint 
between planks). Dents and sratch marks on bol feet. Dust deposition.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
cabinet on stand
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Area reference
15

Object number

Object category
Textile

Date
2001

Orientation in space material type 1
textile (animal)

material type 2

material type 3 material type 4construction

finish

original function
insulation and blocking direct sun light

current function
decorative

frequency of use

provenance

display method
open

storage methode

previous treatment maintenance overall condition

visible damage 1

visible damage 2

visible damage 3

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1 damage caused by 2 damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments
live adult moths are flying around, probably nesting in the woolen curtains.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
in this area adult moths are flying around

most recent assessment: assessor:

material type 5:

Object name or title
curtains alcove and windows, reconstructions



Area reference
15

Object number

Object category
Floors

Date Orientation in space material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3
ceramic (glazed)

material type 4construction

finish

original function current function frequency of use

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Floor was repainted in 2001

maintenance overall condition

visible damage 1

visible damage 2

visible damage 3

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1 damage caused by 2 damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments
Wooden surface 27 m2, tiled surface 1 m2.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:

most recent assessment: assessor:

material type 5:

Object name or title
Decoratively painted wooden floor, with small tiles area underneath 
stove.



Area reference
16

Object number

Object category
Stairs

Date
before 1663

Orientation in space
NW

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2

material type 3 material type 4construction
Stucco walls, tiled 2 m2.

finish

original function
use

current function
extensive use

frequency of use
Extensive use by all visitors. Entrance and exit of canal 
room.

provenance
Floor  was originally on same level as chaplain's room, but was lowered 
to create more spacious living quarters

display method storage methode

previous treatment
original steps, 2006 repair of joint in large step by 
wood conservator

maintenance
vacuum cleaned

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
deformation

visible damage 3

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2 damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments
It is unclear if the 2 steps to the chaplain's room were ever part of the museum routing in the past but they have not 
been used for some time now, as this room is closed off for visitation.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Abrasion of steps, especially in the middle part towards the front of the step. Abrasion 
2nd step from 62-52 mm, 6th step 64-58 mm, top 2 steps both 3 mm loss.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Stairs to canal room, 10 steps, with iron hand rail.
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Area reference
19

Object number
AK 0111

Object category
Painting

Date
c. 1535

Orientation in space
SW

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2
paint (oil)

material type 3 material type 4construction
Triptych. Oak wood panels. In main part 3 
planks are visible. Wooden frame with gilding.

finish
Synthetic varnish

original function
display

current function
display

frequency of use
n.a.

provenance
bought in 1891, and ever since in church.

display method
open

storage methode
n.a.

previous treatment
1982 paint fixated. 1994 treatment mentions bad 
fixation of paint - facing was applied and varnish 
removed.

maintenance
Frame is dusted regularly by one designated member of staff, 
using dust cloth. Painting not dusted.

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
dust

visible damage 2
staining

visible damage 3
crack

visible damage 4
loss

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 2
PF 2/4 use

damage caused by 3
Cont 3/1 dust

damage caused by 4
Cont 2/4 object treatment

damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Dust in varnish. Under raking light finger print can be seen in area of wound. Panels 
shrunk (old damage). Minor loss of gilding from frame.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Descent from the cross (studio Pieter Coecke van Aelst)



Area reference
19

Object number
Br 2

Object category
Sculpture

Date
c. 1740

Orientation in space
SE

material type 1
wood (other)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3
stucco/plaster

material type 4construction
Statue is hollowed out from the back. Grounded 
and painted all over. Consists of several parts 
(e.g. arms, hands). Nail visible at the front on 
the right hand side.

finish

original function
Altar piece (pair with St. Peter)

current function
display

frequency of use
n.a.

provenance
From the 'Pool', another hidden church. In 1888 moved to this house 
and is added to the collection immediately after WWII. C. 1950 placed 

display method
Open, free standing on a wooden base.

storage methode
n.a.

previous treatment
Records show that St. Peter was cleaned in 1989, 
most likely St. Paul was too. In 2002 small repairs are 
carried out, such as fixing the sword. Paint is fixed on 
both statues.

maintenance
Statue is dusted regularly by one designated member of staff, 
using soft brush and museum vacuum cleaner. Frequency is 
approximately every 6 weeks or when needed. Statue previously 
dusted with cloth - small fibers and hairs are caught in cracks.

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
crack

visible damage 2
flaking/delaminating

visible damage 3
soiling

visible damage 4
staining

visible damage 5
loss

damage caused by 1
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 2
PF 2/3 maintenance/repai
r

damage caused by 3
PF 3/3 handling

damage caused by 4
Cont 3/1 dust

damage caused by 5
Cont 2/3 cleaning spills

comments
Statue is placed in front of S facing window, underneath which is a radiator. In between radiator and statue is a 
humidifier, set @ 50%.

visible damage 6:
abrasion

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:
Pests 2/2 insects

description of damage:
Wood severely cracked, loss of paint and some ground layer, loss of wood in base, 
dust deposition (in folds), staining on lower part, old repairs using infills in different 
colour, evidence of woodborers' activity (inactive), abrasion of protruding parts.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
St. Paul (with sword)
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Red: loose paint, flakes 
Green: cracks 
Largest width in mm: 6/2003: 4 mm 

Old polychrome



 



 

Red: loose paint, flakes 
Green: cracks 
Largest width in mm: 3/1997: 4.5 mm 
       6/2003: 5 mm 

Old polychrome 

Small brown stains 



















Area reference
19

Object number
AK 196

Object category
Sculpture

Date
1570

Orientation in space
SW

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2
paint (oil)

material type 3 material type 4construction
Linden (lime) wood, white ground layer and 
multi-coloured oil paint. Statue consists of 
several parts, incl. Hollow base. finish

original function
candle holder

current function
display

frequency of use
never moved, temporarily evacuated in May 2006 during 
flood from roof drainage, during roof restoration.

provenance
in collection since 1924.

display method
open, standing on small plateau fixed to wall, fixed at 
back to wall with hook/eye.

storage methode
n.a.

previous treatment
1978, 1981 examined by CL, 1990 by ICN. 1997 paint 
loss retouched using grey paint. 2003 paint fixation 
and retouching. Areas of paint loss after 1997 
distinguished by exposure of white ground layer. 2005: 
conservation proposal after water damage.

maintenance
Statues are not dusted as surface is too fragile, only the plateau 
is dusted.

overall condition
unstable presentable

visible damage 1
flaking/delaminating

visible damage 2
loss

visible damage 3
dust

visible damage 4
hole

visible damage 5
staining

damage caused by 1
Cont 3/6 inherent degradati
on

damage caused by 2
PF 2/5 object transport

damage caused by 3
Cont 3/1 dust

damage caused by 4
W 2/1 roof leakage

damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Severe flaking/delaminating of paint layer, resulting in major loss. Wood is not 
cracked. Signs of inactive woodborer infestation. Dusty. Small stains from water 
incident. Recent evacuation may have resulted in additional paint loss.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
2 putti
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Putti_20_03_1997.jpg 



 
Putti_21_02_2003.jpg 



 
Putti_right_21_02_2003.jpg 



RESTORATION ATELIER 
RESTORATION of PAINTINGS and PLOYCHROME SCULPTURE 

 
 

Amsterdam, 18.7.2005 
 
 
Museum Amstelkring 
Oude Zijds Voorburgwal 40 
1012 GE Amsterdam 
 
 
Subject: Damage report and treatment proposal (after water damage on 5.7.2005)  
 
 
Registration nr: AK 196 a 
Artist: unknown 
Title:  Putti 
Dimensions: (hxwxd) 79 x 40 x 18 cm 
Date: middle of 18th century 
 
Technique 
Substrate: wood 
Paint: oil 
Varnish: 
 
Condition 
Water incident caused damage: 

- stains in the base of the statue and loose, flaking paint 
 
Condition unrelated to the water damage: 
Old lacunae. 
 
 
Treatment proposal AK 196 a 
 
1) Treatments related to the water damage which occurred on 5.7.2005 
- fixing loose paint     15 hours 
- documentation     2 hours 
- packing and transportation to and from studio 1 hour  
 
 
2) Treatment proposal unrelated to the water damage 
- filling and retouching of lacunae 
- application of new varnish 
 





 
Putti_BW_18_07_2005.jpg 
 

 
Putti_AK196b_BW_18_07_2005.jpg 



RESTORATION ATELIER 
RESTORATION of PAINTINGS and PLOYCHROME SCULPTURE 

 
 

Amsterdam, 18.7.2005 
 
 
Museum Amstelkring 
Oude Zijds Voorburgwal 40 
1012 GE Amsterdam 
 
 
Subject: Damage report and treatment proposal (after water damage on 5.7.2005)  
 
 
Registration nr: AK 196 b 
Artist: unknown 
Title:  Putti 
Dimensions: (hxwxd) 79 x 40 x 18 cm 
Date: middle of 18th century 
 
Technique 
Substrate: wood 
Paint: oil 
Varnish: 
 
Condition 
Water incident caused damage: 

- stains in the base of the statue and loose, flaking paint 
 
Condition unrelated to the water damage: 
Old lacunae. 
 
 
Treatment proposal AK 196 b 
 
1) Treatments related to the water damage which occurred on 5.7.2005 
- fixing loose paint     15 hours 
- documentation     2 hours 
- packing and transportation to and from studio 1 hour  
 
 
2) Treatment proposal unrelated to the water damage 
- filling and retouching of lacunae 
- application of new varnish 
 



RESTORATION ATELIER 
RESTORATION of PAINTINGS and PLOYCHROME SCULPTURE 

 
 

Amsterdam, 21.6.2007 
 
 
Museum Amstelkring 
Oude Zijds Voorburgwal 40 
1012 GE Amsterdam 
 
 

TREATMENT REPORT 
 
 
Registration Nr: AK 19a+b Putti 
 
Treatment carried out conform treatment proposal dated 18.7.2005. 
Loose, flaking paint caused by water damage (5 July 2005) on both putti was 
consolidated using animal glue (gelatin), with pre-wetting using alcohol and distilled 
water (1:1). 
Varnished using dammar in white spirit (1:4) 
 
 
 



Area reference
19

Object number

Object category
Furniture

Date
c. 1740 (possibly late 
18th C)

Orientation in space
NW, left of altar

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2
wood (soft)

material type 3
paint (other)

material type 4
metal (other)

construction
Pulpit made of mahogany, lined on inside with 
oak wood. Cupboard constructed of soft wood, 
painted on outside to resemble marble, inside 
painted black. Ingenious system to move pulpit 
from cupboard to front of altar, using metal rails 
and hinges.

finish
wax

original function
use

current function
rare use, stored inside cupboard.

frequency of use
until 1999 pulpit was shown twice a day and was used 
for every mass. Currently never shown and used only for 
Christmas mass.

provenance
original to this church

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Recently metal parts and construction were conserved 
by metal conservator.

maintenance overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
scratch

visible damage 2
abrasion

visible damage 3
weathering

visible damage 4
dust

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 2/4 use

damage caused by 2
RH 3/2 micro-climate

damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments
Because the pulpit is considered fragile, it is seldom shown. It is however assessed that the cupboard is the most 
fragile part, followed by the mechanics. The pulpit itself is robust and in good condition.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
The inside of the cupboard shows many signs of use - abrasion/scratching from 
movement of pulpit. Pulpit is in good condition, minor scratches, blooming of wax, 
dust deposition.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Pulpit and cupboard
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Area reference
19

Object number

Object category
Furniture

Date
1700-1800

Orientation in space
NW, in front of altar

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2

material type 3 material type 4construction
3 Meters long. Mahogany. Bottom part has 
veneer. Constructed from several parts - the 
decorative palm cones on either end are loose. finish

wax

original function
use (for kneeling and receiving the hosty)

current function
use and display

frequency of use
during weddings (30 times per year) it is decorated with 
textile and fake flowers.

provenance
Most likely placed around 1794.

display method storage methode

previous treatment maintenance
application of wax.

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
staining

visible damage 2
soiling

visible damage 3
abrasion

visible damage 4
dent

visible damage 5
scratch

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2
PF 2/4 use

damage caused by 3
W 2/5 spilllage

damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:
discolouration

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Staining (some caused by baptism 11 Aug 2006). On top railing finger prints in wax. 
Scratches on altar side caused by tripods. Dents, scratches and abrasion on front 
due to use. Some loss of veneer and at cones. Cones are often touched, darker in 
colour.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Communion bench



Area reference
19

Object number
A 441

Object category
Furniture

Date Orientation in space
NNE

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2
textile (animal)

material type 3
textile (vegeteable)

material type 4
metal (other)

construction
High chair (part veneer) with upholstered back 
and seat. Upholstery is built up from  canvas 
webbing, horse hair stuffing, woolen pile fabric 
cover. Metal (CU/ZN) decorative nails.

finish
wax

original function
use

current function
display and use for Sinterklaas (every 5 Dec). Visitor sometimes 
sit on chair, not realizing it is an object.

frequency of use
regularly

provenance

display method
open (next to fire extinguisher (foam) and fire hose)

storage methode
n.a.

previous treatment
Parts of upholstery possibly renewed - unexplained 
colour difference in reverse of back and seat cover. 
Discolouration by light minimal. Current upholstery 
since 1887.

maintenance
Chair is dusted regularly by one designated member of staff, 
using soft brush and museum vacuum cleaner. Frequency is 
approximately every 6 weeks or when needed. Cleaning is 
limited to visible areas - back of chair has not been cleaned in a 
long time.

overall condition
unstable unpresentable

visible damage 1
tear

visible damage 2
abrasion

visible damage 3
soiling

visible damage 4
staining

visible damage 5
loss

damage caused by 1
PF 2/4 use

damage caused by 2
PF 3/3 handling

damage caused by 3
Cont 3/1 dust

damage caused by 4
Cont 3/5 greasy deposit from 
touching

damage caused by 5
Cont 2/3 cleaning spills

comments

visible damage 6:
scratch

visible damage 7:
dent

visible damage 8:
discolouration

damage caused by 6:
LUV 3/1 light

description of damage:
2 tears in seat (torn on weak area, though considerable force was necessary - 
possibly heavy person sitting down), loss of veneer on front of seat, slight abrasion, 
greasy stains on arms, scratches, dents and small stains on legs. Minor light damage.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
vesper chair
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Area reference
19

Object number

Object category
Furniture

Date
1737

Orientation in space
SW

material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3
textile (animal)

material type 4construction
Fixed, closed choir bench (appr. 7 meters long), 
constructed of planks of soft wood. Loose pillow 
(filled with horse hair) on bench. finish

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
during mass and weddings, c. 100 times per year.

provenance
built for this church

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Several repaintings and filling of joints.

maintenance overall condition
unstable presentable

visible damage 1
crack

visible damage 2
abrasion

visible damage 3
displacement

visible damage 4
loss

visible damage 5
scratch

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2
PF 3/3 handling

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4
W 2/5 spilllage

damage caused by 5

comments
The other choir bench does not have the damage to the back - it is wider.

visible damage 6:
staining

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Construction is loose - severe movement in balustrade. Panels in back are dislocated 
by visitors pressing against them. Space between planks due to shrinkage of wood. 
Loss of paint (scratches). Some ring marks in pillow.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Fixed bench for dignitaries ('herenbank')
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Area reference
19

Object number

Object category
Floors

Date
1661-1663?

Orientation in space material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
metal (other)

material type 3 material type 4construction
Floor boards were probably 35 mm thick, 
connected with 'springs' ('mes en groef 
verbinding'): both boards have groves and are 
connected using hard wood springs (oak). 
Unclear why there are so many old nails 
(carpet?)

finish
wax? (remains along the edges 
of the floor)

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
Extreme, all visitors walk around the church, events.

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Old repairs: filling in splits between planks with 
wooden strips. Parts of floor re-laid (based on old 
photographic evidence).

maintenance
Cleaning with museum vacuum cleaner once per week.

overall condition
unstable presentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
chip

visible damage 3
deformation

visible damage 4
staining

visible damage 5
soiling

damage caused by 1
PF 3/5 abrasion

damage caused by 2
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4
PF 2/3 maintenance/repair

damage caused by 5
PF 2/2 crowds

comments
When replacing or repairing floor parts in the past, the springs were mechanically broken and may now be missing.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Wood is abraded (5mm in route), floor is slanting towards alley. Space between 
planks. Wood is splintering at edges, near springs. Remains of old wax? along edges 
where people do not walk.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Wooden church floor



Area reference
29

Object number

Object category
Architectural element

Date
1661-1663

Orientation in space
SW, NE, SE

material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3
metal (cast iron)

material type 4construction
Structural floor beams of 5/6 th floor were cut to 
create open space. Beams positioned at long 
side of galleries. 2 iron tension rods on either 
gallery connect them to roof, 2 iron rods 
between galleries.

finish

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
Visitors access gallery and walk around, sit during 
events, organ is sometimes played.

provenance
built in this house

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Tension rod (WSW) was broken (discovered and 
reported in 70's but no action). c. 2001 temporary 
measures to only allow normal museum visitation, no 
large crowds, until after the rod was welded.

maintenance
Cleaning with museum vacuum cleaner once per week.

overall condition
unclear

visible damage 1
deformation

visible damage 2
abrasion

visible damage 3
staining

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 2
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 3
PF 2/2 crowds

damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Galleries dip, especially WSW. Deformation caused soon after construction as 
wooden beams bend. Load causes movement causes damage - cracks and loss of 
stucco next to beam heads. Possibly increased by traffic and failure of tension rod.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
1st gallery



Area reference
29

Object number

Object category
Fixtures

Date
1794

Orientation in space
SE

material type 1
wood (other)

material type 2

material type 3 material type 4construction

finish

original function
Use

current function
Use

frequency of use
regularly for mass, concerts and events.

provenance
in 1794, the organ by Hendrik Meyer was placed

display method storage methode

previous treatment
restored 1946: by Mr. Adema for fl. 500,-

maintenance overall condition

visible damage 1

visible damage 2

visible damage 3

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1 damage caused by 2 damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:

most recent assessment: assessor:

material type 5:

Object name or title
Organ
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Area reference
29

Object number

Object category
Floors

Date
1661-1663?

Orientation in space material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
metal (other)

material type 3 material type 4construction
Floor boards were probably 35 mm thick, 
connected with 'springs' ('mes en groef 
verbinding'): both boards have groves and are 
connected using hard wood springs (oak). 
Unclear why there are so many old nails 
(carpet?)

finish
wax? (remains along the edges 
of the floor)

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
Extreme, almost all visitors walk around balcony, events.

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Old repairs: filling in splits between planks with 
wooden strips. Parts of floor re-laid (based on old 
photographic evidence).

maintenance
Cleaning with museum vacuum cleaner.

overall condition
unstable presentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
chip

visible damage 3
deformation

visible damage 4
staining

visible damage 5
soiling

damage caused by 1
PF 3/5 abrasion

damage caused by 2
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4
PF 2/3 maintenance/repair

damage caused by 5
PF 2/2 crowds

comments
When replacing or repairing floor parts in the past, the springs were mechanically broken and may now be missing.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Wood is abraded (5 mm), floor is slanting. Space between planks. Wood is 
splintering at edges, near springs. Severe abrasion of wood near organ (12mm) and 
top of stairs (10mm). Remains of old wax? along edges where people do not walk.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Wooden floor 1st gallery



Area reference
29

Object number

Object category
Furniture

Object name or title
balustrade

Date Orientation in space material type 1
wood (other)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3
leather

material type 4construction

finish

original function
Function of leather upholstery  is unclear

current function frequency of use

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment
In 2004, the leather upholstery was removed due to its 
bad condition. Not decided yet if it will be replaced.

maintenance overall condition

visible damage 1

visible damage 2

visible damage 3

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1 damage caused by 2 damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:

most recent assessment: assessor:

material type 5:



Area reference
29

Object number

Object category
Architectural element

Object name or title
Altar, painted marble columns.

Date
1735

Orientation in space material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
paint (oil)

material type 3
gilding

material type 4construction
Wooden pillars, painted as marble, capital with 
gilded acanthus leaves.

finish

original function
display, constructive

current function
display, constructive

frequency of use
n.a., although visitors can touch the pillars from the 1st 
balcony.

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment maintenance overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
crazed/craquele

visible damage 2
chip

visible damage 3
loss

visible damage 4
discolouration

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 2
PF 2/4 use/touching

damage caused by 3
Cont 3/5 greasy deposit fro
m touching

damage caused by 4
Cont 2/4 object treatment

damage caused by 5

comments
Varnish has been applied over old craquelure as protection layer.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Craquelure in horizontal  ring formation. Chipped paint, paint loss (picking by visitors). 
Small areas from acanthus leaves broken off/lost. Darker, yellowish appearance 
where varnished. Previous restorations visible.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:



Area reference
30

Object number

Object category
Lithurgical objects

Date Orientation in space
SE

material type 1
glass

material type 2
metal (other)

material type 3 material type 4construction
Simple glass showcase with built-in tube 
lighting at the top, glass shelves and metal 
frame. finish

original function current function
display

frequency of use
showcase is opened 1x month in order to replace objects 
that have moved.

provenance

display method
showcase

storage methode

previous treatment maintenance
incidental cleaning, 1x month adjusting position of objects.

overall condition

visible damage 1
displacement

visible damage 2

visible damage 3

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/2 continous vibration

damage caused by 2 damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Objects 'walk' over the glass shelves as entire showcase moves when visitors are 
walking in the vicinity.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
showcase with gold and silver liturgical objects
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Area reference
31

Object number

Object category
Floors

Date
1661-1663?

Orientation in space material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
metal (other)

material type 3 material type 4construction
Floor boards were probably 35 mm thick, 
connected with 'springs' ('mes en groef 
verbinding'): both boards have groves and are 
connected using hard wood springs (oak). 
Unclear why there are so many old nails 
(carpet?)

finish
wax? (remains along the edges 
of the floor)

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
Severe, almost all visitors walk around balcony, events.

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment
Old repairs: filling in splits between planks with 
wooden strips. Parts of floor re-laid (based on old 
photographic evidence).

maintenance
Cleaning with museum vacuum cleaner.

overall condition
unstable presentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
chip

visible damage 3
deformation

visible damage 4
staining

visible damage 5
soiling

damage caused by 1
PF 3/5 abrasion

damage caused by 2
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4
PF 2/3 maintenance/repair

damage caused by 5
PF 2/2 crowds

comments
When replacing or repairing floor parts in the past, the springs were mechanically broken and may now be missing.

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Wood is abraded, floor is slanting. Space between planks. Wood is splintering at 
edges, near springs. Severe abrasion of wood near organ and top of stairs. Remains 
of old wax? along edges where people do not walk.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Wooden floor 2nd gallery



Area reference
38

Object number

Object category
Architectural element

Date
c. 1830

Orientation in space
N

material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3
textile (animal)

material type 4
textile (vegeteable)

construction

finish

original function
use

current function
display

frequency of use
visitors are not discouraged to go into the confessional 
and kneel on stool. Priest side of confessional is closed 
off to visitors. Objects are bolted to folding desk.

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment
last painted 1996-1998

maintenance
Dusting

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
fading

visible damage 2
blistering

visible damage 3
loss

visible damage 4
soiling

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
LUV 2 exposure to high int
ensity light

damage caused by 2
PF 2/4 use/touching

damage caused by 3 damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Silk stole faded, paint loss on walls, window frame and door post. Stool is sometimes 
kneeled upon, but no visible damage.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Built in confessional with velvet covered stool, waxed linen chair, 
folding desk, painting, crucifix.



Area reference
38

Object number
Br 8, 9

Object category
Sculpture

Object name or title
St. Paul (with sword) and St Peter

Date
1735/1736

Orientation in space
S

material type 1
wood (other)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3
stucco/plaster

material type 4construction
Statue is made from lime wood, hollowed out 
from the back. Grounded and painted all over. 
Consists of several parts (e.g. arms, hands, 
bird, sword).

finish

original function
Altar pieces

current function
display

frequency of use
Every Christmas, these statues are moved to an 
adjacent room in order to create space for the nativity 
scene.

provenance
From the French Church (collection sold in 1912). Possibly early on in 
collection museum.

display method
Open, free standing on a wooden base.

storage methode
n.a.

previous treatment
St. Paul: 1989 delta methrin treatment, 1997 condition 
assessment records cracks, loose paint, 2003 loose 
paint is fixated. Sword recently removed to prevent 
touching by visitors. St. Peter: 1989 cleaned.

maintenance
Statue is dusted regularly by one designated member of staff, 
using soft brush and museum vacuum cleaner. Frequency is 
approximately every 6 weeks or when needed. Statue previously 
dusted with cloth - small fibers and hairs are caught in cracks.

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
crack

visible damage 2
flaking/delaminating

visible damage 3
soiling

visible damage 4
staining

visible damage 5
loss

damage caused by 1
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 2
PF 2/3 maintenance/repai
r

damage caused by 3
PF 3/3 handling

damage caused by 4
Cont 3/1 dust

damage caused by 5
Cont 2/1 building work

comments

visible damage 6:
abrasion

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:
Pests 2/2 insects

description of damage:
Some loss of paint and ground layer, some construction cracks, dust deposition (in 
folds), paint drops, evidence of woodborers' activity (inactive). Peter: keys are lost. 
Paul:  abrasion of protruding parts.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:
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Area reference
42

Object number

Object category
Floors

Date
1620-1700, 1952

Orientation in space material type 1
marble

material type 2
stone

material type 3
shells

material type 4
wood (soft)

construction
On the wooden floor is a bed of crushed shells 
(sometimes calcium mortar was used as well), 
upon which the tiles are laid. The tiles have an 
uneven thickness and have a curved under side 
(thicker in the center). Painted wooden landing 
next to staircase.

finish
none

original function
use and display

current function
use and display

frequency of use
Every day by all visitors

provenance
Built in this house.

display method
Fully accessible to public.

storage methode

previous treatment
The landing and stairs were moved here in 1952. 
Wooden floors last painted c. 1995. In 2006 one tile 
fixed using chalk mortar.

maintenance
Vacuum cleaning one a week. If necessary (c. once per month) 
stone floor damp cleaning with mild, biodegradable soap 
(Ecover). Expectation of restoration once a century.

overall condition
stable presentable

visible damage 1
chip

visible damage 2
loss

visible damage 3
crack

visible damage 4
deformation

visible damage 5
staining

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2
PF 3/2 continous vibration

damage caused by 3
PF 3/9 inherent stress

damage caused by 4
W 2/5 spilllage

damage caused by 5
Cont 2/3 cleaning spills

comments
Floor moves when people walk over it, but its flexible construction is made to deal with this. Maintenance of shell bed is 
important to prevent damage. Surface area of stone 9 m2, of wood 8 m2. Compare abrasion of paint on both wooden 
surfaces!

visible damage 6:
abrasion

visible damage 7:
dent

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Chipping of edges, loss of corners. Some cracks, fractures through tiles. 
Compression of shell bed causing stress. Wooden landing above stairs severe 
abrasion (of wood and paint) and deformation. See also stairs (area reference 43)

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
White Italian marble and black Belgium hard stone tiled floor. Landing 
near staircase and part of floor on SW side painted wood.
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The stone floor in the Jaap Leeuwenberg room



Area reference
43

Object number

Object category
Stairs and landing

Date
1600-1700, 1952, 197
0's

Orientation in space
SE

material type 1
wood (hard)

material type 2
wood (soft)

material type 3
paint (other)

material type 4
textile (vegeteable)

construction
The original stairs date back to the 17th century 
(1663).

finish

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
Extreme; almost all visitors climb down and up the stairs 
to see the kitchen.

provenance

display method storage methode

previous treatment
The landing and stairs were moved here in 1952. In 
1970’s, original steps covered with new protective 
steps. These new steps have been integrated in the 
stairs, with subsequent loss of original material. Last 
painted in c. 1995.

maintenance
vacuum cleaned

overall condition
unstable unpresentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
deformation

visible damage 3
dent

visible damage 4
soiling

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2
PF 3/3 handling

damage caused by 3
Cont 3/5 greasy deposit fro
m touching

damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Landing is deformed and severely abraded (9.5 mm difference with first step) - 
turning point. Grime on pole from handling. Previous metal chain as railing caused 
dents in pole of stair.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Stairs in the back of the house, from 17th C. kitchen to 1st floor, 11 
steps, thick rope as hand rail.
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Area reference
43

Object number

Object category
Furniture

Date
1600-1700, 1952?

Orientation in space
SE

material type 1
wood (soft)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3 material type 4construction

finish

original function
use

current function
use

frequency of use
Extreme; almost all visitors climb down and up the stairs 
to see the kitchen. Other hang over balustrade to look 
down.

provenance
unknown

display method storage methode

previous treatment
The landing and stairs were moved here in 1952. 
Origin of balustrade unknown.

maintenance
vacuum cleaned

overall condition
stable unpresentable

visible damage 1
abrasion

visible damage 2
soiling

visible damage 3
dent

visible damage 4

visible damage 5

damage caused by 1
PF 3/8 frequent use

damage caused by 2
PF 3/3 handling

damage caused by 3
Cont 3/5 greasy deposit fro
m touching

damage caused by 4 damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Extreme built of grime on railing of balustrade and paint completely abraded away. 
Denting at bottom plint.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Balustrade around landing of stairs in the back of the house, from 17th 
C. kitchen to 1st floor.



Area reference
48

Object number

Object category
Sculpture

Date Orientation in space
SE

material type 1
wood (other)

material type 2
paint (other)

material type 3 material type 4construction
Carved from wood (on description it says oak, 
but possibly a softer wood was used). White 
ground layer, multi-coloured paint. finish

original function
devotional

current function
display

frequency of use
n.a.

provenance
since 1889 in museum. Stolen in Feb 1957, bought back in Nov 1957.

display method
open, standing on small plateau fixed to wall, fixed at 
back to wall with 2 hooks, a  rod and lock.

storage methode
n.a.

previous treatment
1976 and 1981 examined by CL. In 1981 coloured 
infills (?). In 1997 flaking paint is fixated. Areas of 
paint loss after 1981 show white ground layer.

maintenance overall condition
unstable presentable

visible damage 1
loss

visible damage 2
soiling

visible damage 3
staining

visible damage 4
dust

visible damage 5
discolouration

damage caused by 1
Cont 3/6 inherent degradati
on

damage caused by 2
PF 3/2 continous vibration

damage caused by 3
Cont 3/1 dust

damage caused by 4
Cont 2/2 collection work

damage caused by 5

comments

visible damage 6:
hole

visible damage 7:

visible damage 8:

damage caused by 6:

description of damage:
Loss of paint, loss of baby's hand. Evidence of inactive woodborer infestation. 
Ingrained soiling darkening object. Staining at bottom edge caused by paint - object 
was not removed when last painting the plateau.

most recent assessment:
8/14/2006

assessor:
GCI/ICN

material type 5:

Object name or title
Maria and child
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